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Introduction

Secxon is a manufacturer with vertical integration and providing completed production service. Offering
best garment manufacturing solution to big department store, online retailer, brands of designers etc.

Our factory located in China, has over 20 years experience in garment manufacturing, can produce
samples base on request, offer customized service and mass production.

Our main products is knitted wear for women's wear, men's wear and kid's wear. Like tank top, T-shirt,
POLO shirt, sweatshirt, hoodie, zipped hooide, sweatpants, tracksuit top, swim shorts, sweater, ect,
we will update or recommmend better fabrics for client's selection from time to time, to help clients
develope more competitive collections.

Up to now, SECXON take every garment projects as cooperation relationship, put quality in the first
place, and bring sustainability and ethical fashion into our company standard, this make us cooperated
with over 1000 brands from all over the world. In the future, hope we can get a chance to assist you
with development and production. 

Mission:

With the pursuit of quality, the search for better technology and constantly optimize the production
process of commitment, our goal is to become China and even the world one of brands of high-end
clothing manufacturer. Hope SECXON can be a pronoun of garment supplier when clothing brands
search for supplier, and be your one-stop solution provider.

Vision:

Our concept is simple

Do the right thing; Continously improve the quality of whole company, including improving the
professional staff, strengthening the concept of enviromental protection and so on, meet your higher 
equirements for the garment industry in the future.

Take good care of this planet; Reduce the pollution index caused by garment manufacturing, and
improve the capacity of resource recycling.

Take good caer of your staffs; Provide a good working enviroment and a fair and safe competition
platform.

Creat durable clothing; Discover and apply better fabrics for customers to produce high quality clothing
products that meet customer expectations.
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Customized

Tank Top & T-shirt Polo Shirt & Uniform Shirt Sweatshirt

Hoodie Zip Hoodie

Basketball Shorts Swim Shorts Robe

Shorts & Sweatpants

We handle the whole supply chain process from designing, creating tech packs, sourcing for fabrics
and trims, create samples, bulk apparel production, packaging, quality control assessments to
arranging delivery of the products.
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Printing Service

We provide customized printing services for your brand and clothing company, screen printing, digital
printing, heat transfer printing, etc.

We offered high quality printing material, and match the colors via Pantone system.

Heat
Transfer

DTG
Printing

Screen
Printing
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Embroidery Service

If you are looking for durable and high quality products, then embroidery will be your best choice, it can
be fixed any fabrics. Embroidery can present multi-level and rich color visio, as well as personalized
toch.

Your imagination, we can help to create!

Provide embroidery service to brands, small and medium size company and wholesalers, chinese full
service clothing manufacturer.
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Dyeing Service

Base on the Pantone codes which provided by client, we will provide dyeing service that meet
international standards.

We are equipped with large fabric dyeing machines, we also have 10 small fabric dyeing machines, in
order to meet the requirments of more small and medium-sized clothing brands and wholesale
companies on colors.

Therefore, when T-shirt order quantity reach 1000pcs per colors, hoodie order quantity reach 600pcs
per colors, then we can offer dyeing service to you.

Big Dyeing Machine

Small Dyeing Machine
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Quality Control

Prioritizing quality, not price.

Clothing quality control runs through the whole period of production, that is, from the initial stage to the
final stage, production requirments should be strictly implemented and special personnel should be
assigned for inspection.
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Systematic production process is only an important monitoring link in the production of high-quality
clothing, and the experience and quality of factory personel should also be considered, which can
directly or indirectly affect the effect of ready-made clothing.

Secondly, there are many different influencing factors such as plant equipment, supply chain and
enviroment. Therefore, since its establishment in 1995, SECXON has systematized and equipped with
various factors required by the "quality control system" in the following table. Welcome to see it and
hope to have the opportunity to cooperate with you.
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Support

For emerging clothing brands and wholesale companies with small orders.

Base on our 25 years experience in this clothing field,  to help you with a good begining, effectively
avoid 90% of the problems, and quickly realize your clothing product line.

How can we suport you?

1. LOW MOQ
    Each order over 300pcs per colors, then we can customized and produce for you, effectively
    reduce your financial pressure.

2. Design assistance
    With the help of our experience, we can provide you practical advice on fashion design, provide
    efficiency and keep up with market demand.

3. Establish production doc
    Establish a clear production document and give it to you for confirmation, including but not limited to
    size chart, process, fabric and other details.

4. One-stop service
    Providing printing, embroidery, customized labels and other necessary links for clothing production,
    to save time and reduce problems.

5. Reduce the price with your growth
    We offer attractive pricing and discounts for large orders.
    With the development of your brand and business, you will enjoy higher profits while growing with us.

6. Multiple fabrics for selection
    We have over 500 different types of fabrics in stocks for your selection, to fit different designs and
    uses in small orders.

More details, please refer to our website : https://www.secxon.com/clothing-manufacturers-for-startups/
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Your imagination, we can help to create!

Right Product

With Right Quality

At Right Time
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